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CREATING POSITIVE WORK AND LEARNING SPACES
Deep in the heart of southeastern Texas lies the small city of Dickinson, located halfway between Houston and the
recreational haven of Galveston. Due to Dickinson’s proximity to oil and shipping hubs, the Johnson Space Center, strong
retail, professional employment, and residential development, this growing bedroom community has been attracting families
and expanding the Dickinson Independent School District for more than a decade — with no end in sight. Presently serving
more than 9500 students in grades K–12, the district has been active in coping with this continuous long-term growth by
building new facilities and remodeling and re-purposing old buildings, while developing a road map for future expansion.
This thoughtful and planned approach has resulted in a long-lasting relationship with Interior Concepts and School Specialty. At the
outset of the partnership, Dr. Leland Williams, past superintendent, drew up his ideal teaching station on a napkin over lunch. School
Specialty and Interior Concepts listened to the needs Dr. Williams’ teachers had, understood the “people come first” philosophy
that has shaped the schools, and delivered a teaching station that has become a standard throughout the district’s classrooms.
Applying their “people come first” philosophy starts with creating positive work and learning environments. Physical spaces
must be thoughtfully designed and furnished for the individuals who use them, because functional space and furniture are
key components in influencing how students, teachers, and staff approach their work and take care of the facilities. Providing
quality furniture is a long-term investment, and Interior Concepts products have proven their durability, and thoughtful
design, since the first installation at John and Shamarion Barber Middle School in 2008. Even in high-use areas, the furniture
still looks as though it was installed last week — when in fact the images were taken several years after installation.
Attention to detail, hands-on expertise, and delivering furniture in response to each unique need are why Dickinson
continues to partner with School Specialty and Interior Concepts. No detail, such as matching furniture and building wood
grains, has ever been too small. Web-based design sessions between Michigan and Texas also ensured that the furniture
delivered would look exactly like Dickinson wanted. Teamwork between Dickinson, Interior Concepts, and School Specialty
has resulted in installations in eleven buildings and numerous departments — from the administrative offices, academic
support staff, reception areas, food and transportation services and technology support to student computer labs, instructor
desks, and training rooms.
Relationships are built between people — it’s about more than the furniture. Working hand-in-hand with Dickinson’s staff
to create a welcoming and quality environment for students and staff has resulted in a collaborative partnership that both
Interior Concepts and School Specialty look forward to continuing as the district grows.
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“Having the Interior Concepts representative involved from the beginning of each project
helps us select and design furniture specific to our needs. When it comes to installing the
furniture, Interior Concepts has their own installers that are on-time and do what they need
to do. It’s like we never know they are even here except the furniture is set up and ready to
go. Interior Concepts is top shelf, and I would recommend them to other school districts.”
– Jim Rubach, Assistant Superintendent, District Operations

“I don’t think you will find a company that provides service and products at the level of
quality we’ve come to enjoy and expect from School Specialty.”
– Leland Williams, Ed.D., Superintendent, Dickinson Independent School
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1 U-shaped office desk

7 Middle school computer lab

2 Reception station with building-coordinated wood grain

8 High school computer lab

3 Teacher prep workstations

9 Training room with Motion tables

4 Administrative workstation and bookcase

10 Transportation dispatch room with workstations and Motion tables

5 Workstation with storage

11 Teacher station

6 IT Services workstation
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To see a video about Dickinson ISD and learn how we
took their vision from a sketch on a napkin to reality,
visit www.interiorconcepts.com/dickinson.
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18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake, MI 49456

PO Box 1579, Appleton, WI 54912-1579

800.678.5550 | interiorconcepts.com

888-388-3224 | schoolspecialty.com

